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1. lutroductioll 
It is well-known [4, p. 701 and easily proved that a regular graph of 
degree k (k> 2) and girth 4 has at least 2k vertices and that the only 
such graph with exactly 2k vertices is the complete bipartite graph I&k. 
Many similar results have been obtained in this direction and for a brief 
introduction to some of these the author recommends a review by Pro- 
fessor C.St.J.A. Nash-Williams [ 1 ] . 
Let G be a regular graph of degree k (k>_ 3) and girth 4. G is k-admis- 
sible if G is not bipartite. G is (k, 2)-udmissibZe if G is k-admissible and 
the diameter of G is 2. f(k) is defined to be the smallest integer for 
which there exists a k-admissible graph with exactly f(k) vertices. f(k, 2) 
is the smallest integer for which there exists a (k, 2)-admissible graph 
with exactly f(k, 2) vertices. Obviously, f(k) <_ f(k, 2). We prove the 
following theorems: 
Theorem 2. f(2h) = f(2h, 2) = Sh (h >_ 2). 
Theorem 4. f(3(2h+l), 2) = 8(2h+l) (h > 1). 
Let P(n) = { 0, 1,2, . . . . n - 1). Let k be a positive integer (k > 1) and 
let p be the smallest prime dividing k. Let k = pq. The graph Gk(p, q) 
(see Fig. 1) is defined as follows: V(G&q)) = P((3p - 1)q) and vertices 
i and 1 are adjacent if and only if i-j = 1+3n (mod3p - 1) for some 
n E P(p). We prove the following: 
* Original version received 29 June 1973. 
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G,,(2,2) 
Fig.1. 
Theorem 5..If k is an even .integer, then G,(2,q) is the only k-admissible 
graph with exactly $ k vertices. 
Theorem 6. If lc is an odd integer divisible by 3, then G,(3,q) is the only 
(k, 2)-admissible graph with exactly f k vertices. 
Conjecture. If p is the smallest prime dividing k, then f(k, 2) = 3k- k/p 
and G&q.) is the only (k, 2)-admissible graph with exactly 3k-k/p 
vertices. 
The reader is warned that in Section 6 we prove the uniq,ueness of 
Gk(3,q) and this proof is responsible for much of the cumbersome 
notation and length of this paper. 
2. Preliminaries 
Let G be a graph .without loops or multiple edges and let X c V(G). 
Let 
N(X)- {y: YE V(G),xy~E(G)for somexEX}. 
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Throughout this paper we use the symbol N exclusively in this context. 
If X = (x}, let N(x) = N({x}). Clearly, if y E N(x), then x E NO,). 
If X, Y c V(G), let X(Y) = X n N(Y). If u E V(G) and X E V(G), let 
X(u) = X((v)), d,(u) = IX(u)1 and d(u) = IN(u Let arg(G) =.I V(G)]. 
If El, t2, ,!j3, . . . . kn are the consecutive vertices of a cycle C in G, we 
write C = (El, t& . . . . ,!& >. Z(C) is the length n of C. y(G) is the girth of G. 
If x, y E V(G), let d(x, y) be the distance from x to y . 
Lemma 1. Let G be a graph with y(G) = 4. If x, y E V(G) and xy E E(G), 
then N(x) n N(y) = 8. 
Proof. Obvious. 
Lemma 2. G&q) is (k, 2)-admissible. (uO(G,&,q)) = 3k- k/p. 
Proof. G,&,q) is not bipartite because it contains the cycle (0; 1,2; 3,4>. 
If G&, q) contained a cycle (i, j, k> of length 3 ‘, then we would have 
j~i+3nl+1(mod3p-1),k-~j+3~~+l(mod3p-1),i~k+3ti3+l 
(mod3p- l), where nl, n2, n3 E (0, 1, . . ..p- l}, and these three con- 
gruences yield 3(nl+n2+n3)+3 - 0 (mod3p- l), where nl+n2+n3 E 
(0, 1, se*, 3p - 3 }, which is clearly impossible. Since G&, q) contains 
the cycle (0, 1,5,4>, we conclude that the girth is 4. To prove that 
G, (p, q) has diameter 2, observe that any two distinct vertices i, j are. 
adjacent if i-j is congruent to one of 1,4,7, . . . . 3p -2 (mod3p - l), 
have a common neighbour i + 1 if i-j is congruent to one of 0,3,6, . . . . 
3p - 3 (mod 3p --1) and have a common neighbour i - 1 if i -j is con- 
gruent to one of 2, 5, 8, . . . . 3p - 4 (mod 3p - 1). Finally, ao(Gk(p,q)) 
= 3k - k/p by definition. 
Lemma 3.f(k) 2 f(k, 2) < 3k. 
Proof. By L2. 
Lemma 4. Let G be either a k-admissible graph with cyO(G) = f(k) or a 
(k,2)-admissible graph with cro(G) = f(k,2); Then G contains a Scycle. 
Proof. Let G satisfy the hypothesis of the lemma. Since G is not bi- 
partite, G contains an odd cycle [ 2, p. 1061, and since y(G) = 4, G con- 
tains an odd cycle of length 2 5. Let C be an odd cycle of minimal length 
contained in G. Let C = <&-, , El, . . . . 4‘2p >, p > 1. Assume that (N(,&) U 
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NO&)) n N(ijp+J = 8. By Ll, N&J n N(E,) = 8. TImSore Q(G) 2 
d@,) + d([,) + d(tp+,) = 3k, which, by L3, is a contradiction. There- 
fore (NO&) u N(&)) n NE,,,) # 8. Let i E (NO&) U N(Er)) n N(Ep+& 
Without loss of generality, we suppose that [ E N(#$. If t E V(C), then 
N&> n N(tp+l) n VW) = it,, t2 1 n {tpj tp+2) f fJs 
Since p > 1, it follows that t2 = tp and therefore Z(C) = 5. Now assume 
that 5 $ V(C). If C, = (E, tr, t2, . . . . Ep+l) and C2 = G, tl, to, bp, t2p_1, .-., 
tp+l ), then, since [ 4 V(C), Cl and C2 are cycles. If p is odd, then C, is 
an odd cycle and Z(C,) = p + 2 2 Z(C) = 2p+ 1. Hence p 2 1 which is a 
contradiction. Therefore p is even and C2 is an odd cycle with Z(C2) = 
p+322p+1.HenceZ(C2)=5. 
3. Minimal 2h- admissible graphs 
Throughout this section it is assumed that G is a k-admissible graph 
containing the cycle C = (I,, I,, al, rl, ro) (see L4). Let C= {Z,, I,, rl, re}. 
As a mnemonic it may be useful for the reader to regard Z, r and a as 
code letters (see Fig. 2) for “left”, “right” and “ancillary”, respectively. 
"0 rO 
H 
Fig. 2. 
Lemma 5. al $ N(Z,) u N(r,) and N(Z,) n N(ro) = 0. 
Proof. By Ll. 
Notation. We remind the reader that much of the notation and lemmas 
in Sections 3 and 4 are introduced to prove the uniqueness properties of 
Gk (p, 4) in subsequent sections. 
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Let N(lo) = {rot I,, 12, . . . . [k-l), N(ro) = {I,, rl, 99 ..Lv r,__, 1, 
L = N(Z,) \ {ro, I, }, R f N(re) \ {I,, q I. Then, by L5, G contains the 
subgraph H as shown in Fig. 2. 
Let A = V(G) \ (N(Z,) U N(Q) = {aI, a2, . . . . a, }. We emphasize that 
IAl = 0 and th a , since by LS al E A, 8 > 1. Let I = A&) n A(r,), IIj = w, t 
dA(Z1) = cy, dA(rl) =p. Let A= A \ (AU,) U A(Q), AU,) = A \ AU, 1, 
A(q) z A \ A(q), r= L \ L(q) and R E R \ R(Z,). 
It is convenient at this stage to make the following definition which 
will not be referred to until Section 6. 
Definition. Let G be the graph defined above with the restriction that 
A = I (and therefore, by definition, A&) = A(q) = A). Then H(8, k) 
(see Fig. 3) is the spanning subgraph of G with 
E(H(8,k)) = {lol: 1 E N(Z,)} U {rg: r E N(Q) 
U {xa: a E A, x = 2, or r1 }. 
Lemma 6. If x E V(G), then N(x) = A(x) U L(x) U R(x) u c(x) and 
k = dA (x) + dL (x) + dR (x) + d,(x). 
Proof. By definition. 
Lemma 7. 
(7.1) If 1 E L(q), then L(1) = 8, c(1) = {lo, r1 } and x(l) c A(q). 
(7.2) If l E z then L(l) = 8 and c(l) = (I,). 
(7.3).If a E A&), then R(a) = R(a) and A(a) 2 A&). 
(7.4) c(a) = @ if a E Aand c(a) = (II } if a f A&) \ A(r,). 
(7.5) L(Z,) = $9 and ?(ll> = {I,}. 
Proof. By definition and Ll . 
-- 
Remark. Evidently, replacing L, R, I,, rl, I,, rot L, R, cy by R, L, rl, I,, 
ro, I,, R, 1, fl respectively, and making other analogous replacements, 
permits us to translate any result like 7.1, 7.2, 7.3, 7.4 or 7.5 into 
another result. Let us use the notations 7.1D, 7.2D etc., for the results 
thus obtained from 7.1, 7.2 respectively, and in general use nD for the 
statement obtained by making these replacements in a result numbered 
n. For example, 7.3D is the result “if a E A(r,), then L(a) =1(a) and 
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aO ‘0 
H(0,k) 
Fig. 3. 
A(a) 5 A(r,) “. The result nD will be referred to as the “dual” of result 
n and the phrase “by duality” will refer to the duality between these 
results. 
Lemma 8. 
(8.1) If Z E L(r,), then N(Z) = (N(Z) n A(q)) u R(Z) u (I,, r,}. 
(8.2) If Z E t, then N(Z) = A(Z) U R(Z) u {I, ). 
(8.3) If a E A(Z,), then N(a) = (N(a) n A(Z,)) U L(a) U i?(a) U {Z1 }. 
If a E I, then N(a) = A(a) U t(a) U R(a) U {Z1, rl }. 
If a E A, then N(a) = A(a) U L(a) U R(a). 
(8.4) WI) = AU,) u WI,) u II, I. 
Proof. By definition, L6 and L7. 
Lemma 9. 
(9.1) If Z E L(r,), then k = dAm(Z) + dR(l) + 2. 
(9.2) IfId, then k=dA(Z)fdR(Z)+l. 
(9.3) If a E A(Z,), then k = dAm(a) + dL(a) + dR(a) + 1. 
If a E I, then k = dz(a) + dz(a) + dR(a) + 2. 
If a E A, then k = dA (a) + dt(a) + dR (a). 
(9.4) dR(Zl) = k---a- 1. 
Proof. By definition, L6 and L8. 
Lemma 10. 
(10.1) IL/ = k-2, iiT1 =p- 1. 
(10.2) 15 cJ<- ar,PL 8. 
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(10.3) IAl = 8 --(II -p+w. 
(10.4) Q,(G) = 2k+6. 
Proof. By definition. 
Lemma 11.8 > k-o. 
Proof. By definition, al EI. By L8.3, L9.3, LlO.1 and LlO.lD, 
(1) dA(al> = dA(al) = k-dE(al) -dE(al) - 2 
>k-Ii&IRI-2 
=k-a!-& 
By L8.3 and L10.3, 
(2) dA(al)=d--Jal)<IAl=&--.~-/3+w. 
The lemma now follows from (1) and (2). 
Theorem 1. f(k) 2 $ k. 
Proof.ByLlO.2andL11,82k-w2k-8.Henceer~k.Therefore, 
by L10.4, a&G) 2 3 k. Therefore, by definition, f(k) 2 $ k. 
Theorem 2. f(2h) = f(2h, 2) = 5h. 
Proof. By L2, f(2h, 2) 5 5h. Therefore, by Theorem 1, f(2h) = 
f(2h, 2) = 5h. 
4. Minimal (2h + 1,2)-admissible graphs 
Throughout this section we-.assume that G is a (k, 2)-admissible graph 
and therefore, in particular, a k-admissible graph containing a 5-cycle 
(see L4). We use exactly the same notation for G as in Section 2, e.g., 
we assume that G contains the 5-cycle C = (I,, I,, al, q, ro>, etc. 
Lemma 12. If x, y E V(G) and N(x.) n N(y) = Q1, then xy E E(G). 
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of G having diameter 2. 
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Lemma 13.1.Z E L, then dA(Z) 2 IR(A(Z))l + 6(Z), where 6(Z) = 0 if 
ZE L(Qand 6(Z) = 1 if ZE E. 
Proof. If ZE L, then, by Ll, R(Z) n &4(Z)) = 8. Therefore, by LlO.lD, 
(3) d,(I) + IR(A(Z))l 2 IRI = k - 2 . 
If Z E t, by (3) and L9.2, 
dA (Z) = k - d,(Z) - 1 >_ IR(A(Z))I + 1 . 
If Z E L(q), by (3) and L9.1, 
dA (I) = k - d,(Z) - 2 2 IR(A(Z))l , 
Lemma 14. If Z E L and a E A(Z), then_dA (I) > dR(a) + S(Z), where 
6(Z) = 0 if Z E L(r,) and 6(Z) = 1 if Z E L. 
Proof. By L13. 
Lemma KIfZEL(q)andaEA(Z), thendR(a)~dA(Z)~6-fl. 
Proof. By L14, d,(a) 5 d*(Z), and by L7.1, A(Z) E A(q). 
Lemma 16. If Z E L(r,) and a E A(Z), then R(a) f Q). 
Proof. By definition, N(r,) = R u {I,, r1 } and a 6 N(ro). By L7.1, 
A(Z) c A(q), i.e., r1 $!! N(a). By definition, I, 6 N(a). However, since 
a $6 N(ro), by L12, N(a) n N(ro) # 0. Hence R(a) # 9. 
Lemma 17. If Z E L(q) and a E A(Z), then d&) 2 k - 8. 
Proof. By L16, R(a) # 9. Let r E R(a). Then, by Ll, A(a) n A(r) = 9. 
Therefore 
(4) 8 = IAl 2 dA(a) +dA(r) . 
By L7.1, A(Z) 2 A(rl). Therefore a 6 A(q). Therefore, by L9.3, 
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where 6(a) = 1 if a E A(Z, ) and 6(a) = 0 otherwise. 
If a E A&), then, by L7.3, r E E. Therefore, by (4), (5) and L14D, 
8 2 k-d,(a). 
If a 6 A(E,), the inequality again follows from (4), (5) and L14D. 
Lemma 18. If A(L(r,)) # (?J, then 28 2 k +p. 
Proof. Choose I E L(q) and a E A(Z), then the lemma is a consequence 
of L15 and L17. 
Lemma 19. If A(L(r,)) = A(R(Z,)) = 0 and A(A) # (b, then 8 > 2k-cu -p. 
Proof. Since A(A) # 0, we can find adjacent vertices a, x in A. Because 
a,x E A = V(G) \ (N(Z,) U N(ro)) and because by hypothesis, A(L(r,)) = 
A(R(Z,)) = 8, it follows that neither a nor x is adjacent to any vertex in 
L(r,) U R(Z,) U {I,, ro}, and so the complement A U E U R U {II, rl } 
of this set contains N(a) u N(X). Therefore 
(6) IN(a)uN(x)lIIAu~uWu{Z~,rl}I=e+~+~ 
by LlO.1 and LlO.lD. Sincex E N(a), by Ll, N(a) WV(x) = $!l and so 
(6) gives 8 + a! + 0 > d(a) + d(x) = 2k. 
Lemma 20. If 8 < $ k, then A = I. 
Proof. Suppose 8 < f k. If A(L(r,)) # 0, then, by L10.2, Ll 1 and L18, 
28 2 k +/II 2 k + w 2 2k -- 8, which is a contradiction. Therefore 
A(L(r,)) = fJ and by duality, A(R(Z,)) = .@ Therefore if A(A) # 8, by 
L10.2 and L19,8 2 2k-a -/3> 2k-8 -8, which is a contradiction. 
Therefore A(A) = 8. 
Assume A \ I # 8. Let a E A \ I Suppose a E A(q). Then, since 
A(A) = A(L(r,)) = A(R(Z,)) = 8, by L8.3, 
(7) N(a) = E(a) U R(a) U c(a) , 
where c(a) c {II}. Therefore, by (7) and L8.4D, N(a) n N(rl) = 0. 
Therefore, by L 12, a E N(rl), which is a contradiction. Therefore 
a $ A(r,). By duality, a $! A(Z,). Hence a E I which again is a contra- 
diction. Therefore A = I. 
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Lemma21JfaE1, thendL(a)2k-8-1. 
Proof. If a E I, then by L7.3D, d,(a) = d,-(a) and by L9.3, 
(8) dL(a) = k-dA(a)-dR(a) - 2. 
By LlO.lD and L10.3, 
(9) d;i(a)<IAl=0--cw-/3+w, d%(a) 5 @I = (Y - 1. 
The lemma follows from (8), (9) and L10.2. 
Lemma 22. If k is odd and A = I, then 
(10) min{dA(u): uE fl-U R) < 8. 
Proof. Suppose that (10) is false. Then, since d,(v) 5 IAl = 8 for every 
u E V(G), :we must have 
(11) d,(v)=0 (vE~uR). 
Let a E A. Then since A = I, by L9.3, 
(12) dz,Ja) = dE(a) + d,-(a) = k-2. 
Since A = I, by L10.2, o = a! = /3 = 8 and therefore, by LIO.l and L&O.lD, 
(13) -1tu FI = ItI + IRI = 2(8 -1). 
Now, since t u a and A are disjoint sets, w.e have 
(14) <FA dzog(a) = c d,(u) 
VELUR 
i : f_ 
and therefore from (1 l)-( 14), O(k--;2) = 28(8 - 1). Therefore k is even. 
Lemma23JfkisoddandA=I, thenO%$k. 
Proof. Choose x E E U R so that dA (x) is.minimal. By duality,..there 
will be no loss of generality if we suppose x E L. Since A = I, by L7.3, 
R(A(x)) = z(A(x)) and therefore, by L13 and L22, 
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(15) IR(A(x))I 5 dAtx) - i < e - 1. 
Since A = I, by ,L10.2, o = p = Q! = 0 and therefore, by L 10. l’D, 
IRl=&l.Th f ere ore, from ( 1 S), i? \ &4(x)) # Q). Choose y E z ‘\&4(x)). 
Then, by the choice of y, we have A(x) n A@) = 0 and hence 
(16) e = IAI 2 dA(x) + d,w . 
Also by the choice of x, 
(17) d,o1) 2 d/&) , 
and therefore, from (16) and ( 17), 
(18) er2d,(x). 
By L13, A(x) # 0. Therefore, since A = I, by L14 and L21D, 
(19) d,(x) 2 k-8. 
The lemma follows from ( 18) and ( 19). 
Theorem 3.f(2h + 1,2) 2 {$(2h + 1)) (h 2 l), where {$(2h + 1)) is the 
smallest even integer not less than 2 (2h + 1). 
Proof. By L20 and L23,8 2 5 (2h + 1). Therefore, by L10.4, f(2h + 1,2) 2 
!j(2h + 1). The theorem follows by observing that (2h + l)cy,(G) = 21E(G)I 
and hence that &e(G) is an even integer. 
Theorem 4. f(3(2h + l), 2) = 8(2h + 1). 
Proof. By L2 and Theorem 3. 
5. Uniqueness I 
In this section we prove that there exists only one 2h-admissible 
graph with exactly 5h vertices. Let G be a 2h-admissible graph with 
exactly 5h vertices. We assume throughout the notation of Sections 
2 and 3. Lemma 24 contains some rather obvious properties of G. 
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Lemma 24. 
(24.1) w=cu=e=h;I=A(l,)=A. 
(24.2) A(A) = 8. 
(24.3) dL(rI) = IL1 = h - 1. 
Proof.ByLlO.4,6=h.Therefore,byL10.2andLll,w=cr=8=h. 
Hence I = A(1,) = A. Hence, by L7.3 and L7.3D, A(A) = 0. Finally, by 
L9.4D, LlO.1 and L24.1D, &(q) = /El = h - 1. 
Lemma 25. N(1,) = A u R(1,) u (I,}, where dR(ll) = h - 1. 
Proof. By L8.4, L24.1 and L24.3D. 
Lemma 26. N(a) = EU R u {II, rl} (aEA). 
Proof. By L24.1, A = I. Therefore, by L9.3, 
dz(a) + dE(a) = 2h-2 . 
However, by L24.3 and L24.3D, IzI + @?I = 2h -2. Therefore, from (20), 
E(a) = z and R(a) = R. The lemma now follows from L8.3 on observing 
that A = 8. 
Lemma 27. N(1) = R U {lo, r1 ) (1 E L(r,)). 
Proof. By L24.1D, A(r,) = 0. Hence, by L9.1, dR(l) = 2h -2. By LlO.lD, 
/RI = 2h - 2. Therefore R(2) = R. The lemma now follows from L8.1. 
Lemma 28. N(1) = A u R(I,) ~(1,) (1 E z). 
Proof. Suppose R(l) # 9. Let r E i?(Z). Then, by L26, a$, alr E E(G). 
Hence, by Ll, Y $i R(l). Therefore E(l) = 9, i.e., R(1) c R(1,). By L26, 
A(1) = A and therefore, by L24.1, dA (1) = h. Therefore, by L9.2, 
dR(l) = h - 1 and hence, by L24_3D, dR(l) = dR(ll). Therefore, since 
R(1) E R(Z,), R(1) = R(1,). Now, since A(1) = A, the lemma follows from 
L8.2. 
Theorem S.-G,, (2, h) is the only 2h-admissible graph with exactly Sh 
vertices. 
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Proof. By L24, L25, L26, L27, L28 and their duals, there exists only 
one 2h-admissible graph with exactly Sh vertices. The theorem now 
follows by L2. 
6. Uniqueness II 
We assume throughout this section that k = 3 (mod6). We prove that 
there exists only one (k, 2)-admissible graph with exactly 5 k vertices. 
Let G be a (k, 2)-admissible graph with exactly $ k vertices, so in particu- 
lar G is k-admissible. We assume throughout the notation of Sections 1, 
2, 3 and 4. 
Proof. By L10.2 and L10.4. 
Lemma 30. Suppose A(L(rl)) # 8. Let 1 E L(rl) and a E A(1). i’%en: 
(30.1) w =P=fk;I=A(r,). 
(30.2) dA (I) = dR (a) = IR(A(Z))I = IA(q )I = 3 k. 
(30.3) A(Z) = A(Q); R(a) = R(A(Z)). 
Proof. By Ll 1, L18 and L29, c3 = p = 3 k. Hence I = A(r,). Therefore 
d,&) = f k. Therefore, by L29, IA&)1 = $ k. 
Since 0 = 4 k, by L15 and L29,$ k 2 dA(Z). By L13, dA(Z) >_ IR(A(Z))I. 
By definition, IR(A(Z))I 2 dR(a). By L17 and L29, dR(a) 2 4 k. There- 
fore dA(Z) = IR(A(Z))I = dR(a) = 4 k. By definition, R(a) c R(A(Z)) and 
therefore, since dR(a) = IR(A(Z))i, R(a) = R(A(Z)). By L7.1, A(Z) C A(q) 
and therefore, since dA (I) = IA(q)], A(Z) = Am. 
Lemma 31. Suppose A(L(q)) f 0 and A(R(Z,)) # 8. If Z E L(q), 
Y E R(I,), a E A(Z) and b E A(r), then: - - 
(31.1) w=a! = /3 = $ k; A(Z,) = A(q) = I; 2 = A(Z,) = A(q) = A \ I. 
(3 1.2) IEI = IRI = fk-l;d,(r,)=dR(Z1)=$k-1. 
(3 1.3) dA(Z) = dR(a) = d,(r) = d,(b) = IR(A(Z))I = IL(A(r))l = IAl = f k 
(3 1.4) A(Z) = A(r) = 2; L(b) = L(A(r)); R(a) = R(A(Z)). 
Proof. By L9.4, Ll 0.1, L30 and their duals. 
Lemma 32. Suppose A(L(r,)) f 0 and A(R(Z,)) # 0. Then N(a) = - - - 
A U L U R U {Z,,q} (aEI). 
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Proof. By L9.3, 
(21) dA(a) + dZ(a) + d%(a) = k- 2 . 
However, by L3 1.2 and L3 1.3, 
Therefore, from (21) and (22), A(a) = 2, E(a) = z and W(a) = R. The 
lemma now follows from L8.3. 
Lemma 33. Suppose A(L(r,)) f 8 and A(R(1,)) + 8. Let b E 2, let 
x, = N(b) n L(q) and Zet Y, - N(b) n R(Z,). Then N(b) = 1 U & U y,, 
where &I = :k. 
Proof. Let a E I. By L32, ab E E(G) and L(a) = z, R(a) = R. Therefore, 
since ab E E(G), by Ll, L(b) n L = R(b) n R = 0. Therefore L(b) = &, 
and R(b) = Yb. Also by L32, if x E 2, then ax E E(G). Hence, since 
ab E E(G), by Ll, x $ N(b). Therefore A(b) = Q). Therefore, by L3 1.1, 
A(b) E I. However, by L32,Z% A(b). Hence A(b) = I and, by L8.3, 
N(b)=IUXbU Yb. 
Since A(L(r,)) and therefore L(q) is non-empty, we may choose 
Z E L(r,). Then A(Z) = 2 by L3 1.4. Therefore, since b E 2, b E A(Z) and 
by L3 1.3, dR (b) = $ k. The lemma follows on observing that R(b) = Yb. 
Lemma 34. Suppose A(L(r,)) # Q) and A(R(Z,)) f 0. If b E 2, then 
N(b)n N(Z,)=IU Y, and IIU Y,I =$k. 
Proof. By L8.4 and L33, N(b) n N(Z,) = I U Yb. By L31.1 and L33, 
IZu &I = $k. 
Lemma 35. Suppose A(L(r,)) # 0 and A(R(Z,)) f Q). Then G contains 
a spanning subgraph isomorphic to H($ k, k) (see Section 3). 
Proof. Since A(L(r,)) # Q), we may choose Z E L(r,) so that A(Z) # 0. 
Let b E A(Z), then, by L3 1.4, A(Z) = A and therefore b E 2. Let H be 
the subgraph of G defined by: 
(i) 
(ii) 
V(H) = N(Z,) U N(Z) U I U Y, ; 
E(H) = {lox: x E N(I,)} U {kc: x E N(Z)} U {Zlx: x E IU Y,} 
U (bx: xEIU Yb}. 
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By definition, I E N(Z,). Therefore, by Ll, N(Z,) n N(Z) = 9. Also by 
definition, N(Z,) n (I U Yb) = 9. By L3 1.4, N(Z) n I = 9. Let x E Yb. 
Then bx,.bZ E E(G). Hence, by Ll , x 6 N(Z). Hence N(Z) n Yb = 0. By 
definition, In Yb = 9. Therefore V(H) is a disjoint union and, by L34, 
q@) = 3 k. Therefore H is a spanning subgraph of G. Identifying Z with 
yo, b with q and I U Yb with A it now follows by L34 that H is iso- 
morphic to H($ k, k). 
Lemma 36. If A(L(r,)) f 9 and A(R(Z,)) = 9, then cy = $ k and A(Z,) = A. 
Proof. Let Z E L(Q) and b E A(Z). Then, by Ll, N(b) n A(Z) = 9. By 
L30.3, A(Z) = A(r,). Therefore N(b) n A(q) = 9. Hence A(b) c A(q). 
However, by L30.1, A(q) = I. Therefore A(b) = I(b). 
Assume I(b) # 9. Let a E I(b). Since A(R(Z,)) = 9, R(a) = R(a) and 
R(b) = R(b). By Ll, R(a) n R(b) = 9 and therefore 
(23) dR(a) + dR(b) 5 IRI = a- 1 
by LlO. 1D. By L30.2, dR(b) = d,(b) = $k. Therefore, from (23), 
(24) dR(a)<cr-I--fk. 
By LlO.1 and L30.1, 1zI = 3 k - 1. Therefore dZ(a) 5 3 k - 1. Therefore, 
from (24) and L9.3, 
(25) d;i(a)= k-d;(a)-dii(a)-22 k-a. 
Since 73 c A(q), we have, from L30.2 and (25), 
ik= IA( 2 IAl >_ k-a. 
Therefore cy 2 $ k. Therefore, by L29, ar = 3 k and A = A(I,). 
Assume now that I(b) = 9. Then A(b) = 9 and, since b E A(Z) = A(rl), 
rl $ N(b). Therefore, since R(b) = R(b), by L8.3, 
(26) N(b) = L(b) u R(b) u c(b) , 
where C(b) E (II }. However, by L8.4, 
(27) MI,) = AU,) u RU,) u (I,) . 
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Therefore, from (26) and (27), N(b) n N(Z,) = Q. Hence, by L 12, 
b E A(Z,).. Therefore A(Z) 5 A(Z,). Now by L30.1, I = A(q). Therefore 
A \ I = A(q) = A(Z) C A(Z,). Since, by definition, Is A(Z,), it follows 
that A c A(Z,). Therefore A = A(Z,) and (Y = 3 k. 
Lemma 37. If A(L(r,)) f 0 and A(R(Z,)) = 8, then I(r) = I (F-E z) and 
A(Z) = A (ZE z). 
Proof. Let r E R and a E I. By L36, A = Q. Therefore, .by L9.3, 
(28) $(a) + dE(a) = k-2. 
By L30.1 .and L36, a! = $ k and p = ik. Therefore, by LIO.l and LlO.lD, 
IL1 + @?I = k-2. Therefore, from (28), 
(29) E(a) = E, R(a) =R (aEI) . 
Therefore, from (29), r E R(a). Hence I(r) = I. 
LetZEzandaEI From(29)andLl,R(Z)=QsinceifrER, 
al, ar E E(G). Therefore R(Z) E R(I,). Therefore, by L9.4, since (Y = 3 k, 
it follows that dR (I) 5 dR (II) = $ k- 1. Therefore, by L9.2, dA (I) 2 3 k. 
Therefore, by L29, dA(Z) = 3 k. Hence A(Z) = A. 
Lemma 38. Suppose A(L(r,)) # 0 and A(R(Z,)) = Q. If Z E L(r,), then 
A(r) = A (r E R(A(Z))). 
Proof. Let r E R(A(Z)). Then, since A(R(Z,)) = Q, r E R. Therefore, by 
L37, I E A(r). Let a E A \ I. Then, by L30.1 and L30.3, a E A(r,) = 
A(Z). Again by L30.3, R(a) = R(A(Z)). Hence, since r E R(A(Z)), a E A(r) 
and therefore A \ I E A(r). Hence A(r) = A. 
Lemma 39. Suppose A(L(r,)).# Q and A(R(Z,)) = Q. Then there exist 
x E L, y E R such that N(x) n N(y) = A. 
Proof. Since A(L(r,)) # Q, we can choose Z E L(q) so that A(Z) f 8. 
By L30.2, R(A(Z)) # 8. Hence, by L37 and L38, we can choose x E L, 
y E R such that A(x) CJ A(y) = A. Hence, since x E L, y E R, by L8 and 
L8D, N(x) n N(y) = A. 
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Lemma 40. Suppose A(L(r,)) # 8 and A(R(1,)) = 8. Then G contains a 
spanning subgraph isomorphic to H($ k, k). 
Proof. By L39, we may choose x E L, y E R so that N(x) n NO,) = A. 
We define an injection CJ of V(H($ k, k)) to V(G) as follows: o(Zl) = x, 
(T(X) = I,, o(q) = y, a(y) = rl and a(u) = u otherwise. Then it is clear 
that 0 induces an embedding of H($ k, k) into G. Therefore G contains 
a spanning subgraph isomorphic to H($ k, k). 
Lemma 41. Suppose A(L(r,)$ = A(R(1,)) = 8. Then G contains a spanning 
subgraph isomorphic to H($ k, k). 
Proof. Suppose A(A) # 8. Then, by L 19 and L29, Q! + /3 >_ $ k. Therefore, 
by L29, CY = 0 = $ k. Therefore A = I and, by L8.3, A(A) = 0. This is a 
contradiction. 
Now assume A \ I # 8. Let x E A \ I. By duality, there is no loss of 
generality if we suppose x E A(q). Then by L7.4, c(x) E {II }, and 
since A(L(r,)) = A(R(Z,)) = 0, L(x) = z(x) and R(x) = R(x). Therefore, 
since A(A) = 9, by L8.3, 
(30) iv(x) = L(x) u R(x) u C(x) , 
where c(x) C (2, }. However, by L8.4D, 
(31) W,) = A(r,) u L(r,) U PO) . 
Therefore, from (30) .and (3 l), N(x) n N(q) = @ and hence, by L12, 
x E A(q), which is a contradiction. Therefore A = I. Therefore, by 
definition, G actually contains H($ k, k). 
Lemma 42. G contains a spanning subgraph isomorphic to If@ k, k). 
Proof. By L35, L40, L40D and L41. 
Remark. By L42, G contains a spanning subgraph isomorphic to’H($ k, k) 
Therefore we can adjust our notation so that G actually contains 
H($ k, k) and this we do. We now assume therefore that A = I. This 
remark is embodied in the next lemma. 
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Lemma 43. 
(43.1) c3=cy=e =$k;I=A(I,)=A. 
(43.2) A(A) = &C(q)) = 0. 
(43.3) d&g = $k- 1; IEI = $k- 1. 
Proof. By the remark,A = I. Hence A = A(Z,) = I. Hence, by L29, 
@=a! = /3 = 8 = 3 k. Also, since A = (b, by L7.1, L7.3 and L7.3D, A(A) = 
A(L(r,)) = Q). Finally, since QL =P=$k, byL9.4DandL10.1,dL(q)=fk-1 
and IL1 = $k- 1. 
Lemma44.N(Z1)=AUR(Zl)U{Zo}, wheredR(ZI)=ik-1. 
Proof. By L8.4, L43.1 and L43.3D. 
Lemma 45. There exist x E z, y E R such that A = A(x) U A(y), 
A(x)n A(y)=@anddA(x)=dA(y)=$k. 
Proof. By L43.1, A = I and therefore the hypothesis of L23 is satisfied. 
Therefore, by the proof of L23, we may choose x E z, y E R so that 
A(x) n A(y) = Q). By L29 and ( 18), dA (x) 2 f k and, by ( 19), dA (x) 2 4 k. 
Therefore dA (x) = $ k. Therefore, by ( 16) and ( 17), dA (y) = 5 k. There- 
fore A = A(x) U A(y). 
Notation. Let x and y satisfy the hypothesis of L45. We write X - R(A(x)), 
Y = L(A(y)), x = E \ X and Y = z \ Y. Then in our usual notation x, X, X 
will be dual to y, Y, Y, respectively. 
Lemma 46. If a E A(x), then dR (a) = 1x1 = $ k - 1 and R(a) = X. 
Proof.ByL45,~k-1=d~(x)-1.SincexE~,byL13,d~(x)-1~IXl. 
Now 1x12 dR (a) since R(a) c X. By L43.1, A = I and therefore, by 
L21DandL43.1,dR(a)~jk-1.HenceIXI=dR(a)=jk-1andR(a)=X 
Lemma 47. N(a) = z u X u {Z,, q} (a E A(x)). 
Proof. Let a E A(x). By L43.2, A(a) = 0. By L43.1, A = I. Hence a E I 
and by L7.3; R(a) =&a). Therefore, by L46, <g(a) = 4 k- 1. Therefore, 
by L9.3, dz(a) = 3 k- 1. Therefore, by L43.3, L(a) = z. Finally, by L46, 
R(a) = R(a) = X. The lemma now follows from L8.3. 
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Lemma 48. N(Z) = R u (I,, q } (I E L(Q)). 
Proof. By L43.2, A(Z) = 8. Hence, by L9.1, dR(Z) = k-2. By LlO.lD, 
IRI = k-2. Therefore, since R(Z) 5 R, R = R(Z). The result now follows 
from L8.1. 
Lemma 49. N(Z) = A U R(Z,) U {I,) (I E Y). 
Proof. Let Z E Y C t. By L47 and L47D, A(Z) = A. By L48D, R(Z,) C 
R(Z). Now since A(Z) = A, by L43.1, dA(Z) = 5 k and, by L9.2, dR(Z) = 
4 k- 1. However, by L43.3D, dR(Zl) = $ k- 1. Therefore R(Z,) = R(Z). 
The lemma now follows from L8.2. 
Lemma 50. N(Z) = A(x) U R(Z,) U x U (I,} (I E P). 
Proof. Let Z E y. By L45, A(x) # 0. Let a E A(x), then if r E X, by L47, 
al, ar E E(G). Hence, by Ll, Y $ N(Z). Therefore R(Z) n X = $9. Therefore 
R(Z) E R(I,) u x. By L47 and L47D, A(Z) = A(x). Therefore, by L45, 
dA (I) = f k. Therefore, by L9.2, dR(Z) = $ k- 1. However, by L43.3D and 
L46, lR(Z,) u xl = $ k - 1. Therefore R(Z) = R(Z, ) U x. The lemma now 
follows from L8.2. 
Theorem 6. G3(2h+1j(3, 2h+ 1) is the only (3 (2h+ l), 2)-admissibZe graph 
with exactly 8(2h + 1) vertices. 
Proof. By L44, L47, L48, L49, L50 and their duals, there exists only 
one (3 (2h + l), 2)-admissible graph with exactly 8(2h + 1) vertices. The 
theorem now follows from L2. 
Appendix 
By Theorem 1 J(k) 2 s k. We can prove (see [3]) that f(k) 5 2k + {Sk}, 
For certain values of k, this upper bound for f(k) can be considerably im- 
proved (see [ 31). We conjecture however that when k is prime this is the 
best possible bound. Furthermore, notice that if we permit the graph to be 
bipartite, then there are regular graphs other than Kk,k of girth 4 and 
degree k whose number of vertices is only slightly more than 2k, e.g., 
the graph obtained on the removal of an r-factor from Kk+r,k+r. Hence 
it is generally necessary to confine attention to non-bipartite graihs of 
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diameter 2 (see [3] for a discussion of the problem without diameter 
restrictions) in order to be able to say that the regular graphs of degree 
k and girth 4 under discussion must have quite considerably more than 
2k vertices. 
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